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Report: 

During the 12 shifts, 8 samples (three layers and six micro-disks) were characterized by XRF 
and XANES in order to elucidate the mechanism behind the appearance of Sn-segregation, 
and the best growth conditions to avoid this segregation. Table 1 summarizes the samples 
characterized during this experiment and their main characteristics. 

 
Table 1. List of samples characterized duirng the experiment Ma-4363 and their 
characteristics. 



 

Figure 2. XRF maps of two 
micro-disks showing the Sn 
distribution along the entire 
disks. The pattern observed in 
the sample 2 (left) compared 
with the flat distribution 
observed in sample 4 (rigth) is 
considered to be produced by 
the etching process removing 
more material in samples with 
lower Sn-content. 

Two representative XRF maps are displayed in the Figure 1.  It can be observed that the Sn 
shows a patterned and a flat distribution in the sample with thte lower and higher Sn-
concentration, respectively. This is considered to be produced by the etching process 
removing more Ge in samples with lower Sn-content than in those with a higher one. 

   

   
Figure 2. XANES spectra (full - upper panel; detail lower panel) of the entire set of samples 
characterized. Pseudomorphic layers compared with the metallic Sn XANES spectrum (left 
panel); microdisks grown direclty on strain relaxed buffer (SRB) compared with metallic and 
pseudomorphic layer (central panel), and microdisks grown direclty on step-graded buffer 
(SGB) compared with metallic and pseudomorphic layer (rigth panel). 

Figure 2 shows the XANES spectra of the entire set of samples characterized. It can be 
observed that micro-disks grown on SGB show a better quality than those grown direclty on 
SRB. Furthermore, it seems that having more steps in the SGB improves the quality of the 
top layer even if this has a higher Sn-content. 

Publications: One paper will be sumbitted soon reporting the main results obtained from this 
experiment. 


